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Model Number: 20191011

Steambrite Turbo Heat Thermo Retention Hose 100 ft 3000 psi 250 degree Holds in More Heat

20191011 Nylon Braid 1/4 ID

Manufacturer: Steambrite MFG

Steambrite Turbo Heat Retention 100 ft Hose 3000 psi 250 degree Holds in More
Heat 20191011 Nylon Braid 1/4 ID

Problem is normal wire braid tile and carpet cleaner hose can loose 20 degrees F of
water temp every 100 ft.
This hose does not have a wire braid and is replaced with a nylon radial braid.
This offer a better internal heat Retention. 
Test show the temperature loss is half as much as standard wire braid hose thereby
increasing your water molecule vibration and cleaning performance.
Note for every 18 degrees you can have 100% more water vibration and cleaning
efficiency.  
This hose with just a 10 degrees use rise can improve your cleaning by 50%!
Users can even save money by turning down their fuel fired, propane, diesel, and
kerosene heaters and achieve the same cleaning performance with less heating fuel.
Heat exchanger truckmounts can improve their cleaning efficiency.
Kink free design.
Does not burn the customers lawn like traditional carpet cleaning hose. 
Stainless Steel Crimps Eliminate Corrosion and rust!
Durable smooth cover slides over carpet and grass and outlast rubber.
High visibility.
Weights is less than steel braided hose.
Pays for itself over time because you do not have to burn as much fuel for the same
results.
Way less weight, only 10 lbs dry for 100 ft!
Read more about 'water molecule vibration.'
 Note the hose is stiffer when new but after a few uses, it does began to loosen up.

Steambrite Turbo Heat Thermo Retention solution hose is similar to Parker Parflex
but a way better value. 
Rated 3,000 psi @ 250&deg;F whereas Parker Parflex is rated 1275 PSI at
230&deg;F.
Patented design more flexible and less memory than Parker. 
So the quality is there. 
In time, this new hose should prove more durable than Parker. 
Like all of our solution hose &ndash; custom length up to 300 feet with your choice of
crimps, steel or stainless. 
Best of all is the price: Parker Parker is priced at $2.00 and up depending where you
shop.
Quick Stats: 
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    Non-marring bonded jacket with a seamless heat and chemical resistant inner tube
    Kink Resistant
    Ultra flexible construction
    Polyurethane jacket up to 4 x more abrasion resistant than rubber
    Temperature Rating: 250&deg;F
    Pressure Rating: 3,000 PSI
    Lengths: 25&prime; &ndash; 300&prime;
    Color: Blue
    Diameter:  1/4&Prime;

Compare to current or past OEM associations:
TX100BT

Optional

    
        
             
             AH54 Ball Valve 1/4in Male X Female Pipe 1000 psi Chrome Plated AH57
PMV60804 1692-2484                                                    
        
    

    
        
             
             Foster FK2BH2B: QD 1/4in Male/Female Set Brass Quick Disconnect Used
for Carpet and Tile Cleaning                                           
        
    

    
        
             
             AS56A 1/4in Fip Insulated Safety Female Quick Disconnect Foster QD
Samdx With Nipple Stop Carpet Cleaning Style Samdx AS56C 
        
    

Wanders 1.5 per ft
Cobb carpet supply $79.95
Our cost from Marcus is $.945 per ft.
Amazon prime $77.80 B074NJFQH4 free shipping
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Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Thursday 10 October, 2019
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